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PREFACE

Ardie Lubin, shortly before he died, started to teach a course at

the Naval Health Research Center on multivariate statistics. The first

topic in the course was to be multiple regression, but Ardie discovered

that much of the class did not have sufficient background to begin this

preliminary topic. Thus , the course consisted of an overview of statistics

a la L&thin and a thorough coverage of linear regression. Unfortunately,

Ardie was admitted to the hospital just as he was ready to begin talking

about multiple regression, and the class was never able to get started

again .

Ardie produced a series of memos for those first sessions which should

be shared with all who can appreciate his giftedness and understanding in

the field of statistics. Those memos are the topic of this technical

report .

Ardie was in considerable pain when he wrote these m~1K s , which caused

him to make several mistakes . I have attempted to correct these errors,

and I am to blame if I have not done so adequately. However, the words

you are reading are basically Ardie ’ s. To improve the flow of the memo,

s~~ of his coulnents were put as footnotes and I have added sane clarif i-

cation notes of my own.

Ardie promised, at the beginning of one memo, to detail some diagnostic

checks. At the end of that n~ no, the same checks were promised in the next

mdix . Unfortunately, the “next memo” was never written as Ardie ‘s death

occurred on October 9, 1976. Siiie Ardie talked about the checks in class,

I have ii~ ltzIed them in my own words at the end , along with Ardie ’s “state-

ment of ethics .”

Van K. Tharp, Jr., Ph.D.
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Ardie Lubin on Linear Regression:
The Product4bnent Correlation and the One-Predictor

Linear Regressio n Model*

The main purpose of this extended note is to supple ment the very short

discussion of correlation found in Harris’ Primer of Multivariate Statistics

(1975) on pages 16-19 and 242-3. We will start off with some of the meny

ways of defining the product-moment correlation and then give a short

history to show how correlation and regression came to be linked. Spe-

cifically, the relation of the product-moment correlation to the slope

coefficient of the usual linear least-squares model will be given. We

will point out that what seem to be very slight changes in the specifi-

cations of the linear model and the assunptions can completely al ter that

relati on.

DEFiNITiONS

The definitions and equations presented here are gener ally drawn

from Kendall and Buckland’ s A Dictionary of Statistical Terms (1971) .

Computation of a product- moment correlation require s two variables ,

usually denoted X and Y. These variables are quantitative, i.e., at least
graded. Many text s call X the independent var iable and Y the dependent

variable . Kendall and Buckland (1971) point out , however , that this

usage is completely incompatible with the standard definition of statistical

independence (see p. 71). Thus, psychometricia ns use the terms predictor

and criterion for X and Y , respectively. These terms avoid pre judging the

factual issue of dependence.

* Editor ’ s Note : Taken from Ardie ’s memo dated February 17 , 1976 .

_ _ _ _  -
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The linear regression model for a poiiiiation~~ can be written :

(1) y~ = ~r + P 1X . + e. *
1 0 1 1

where

Y. is the criterion score for the ith subject

X1 is the predictor score for the ith 
subject

is the intercept , the value of Y1 when X1 = 0

‘Y i is the slope of Y on X, the change in Y when

X increases by one unit

e~ 
refers to any error attrib utable to the ith subject

When we compute our values from some finite sample of the population ,

then the linear regression model is:

(2) Y. = w + w1X. + e.
1 0 1 1

where w and w1 refer to the sample values of the intercept and slope, resp ectively.

fl~ objective of the linear regression procedure is to find Y1, a

predicted crite r ion score for the ith subject, where Y~ is equal to the observed

score (Y~
) minus the error for that subject (e1) .  Y1 is the least squares

predic ted value, that is, it minimizes the squared errors simined over all
**

subjects.

(a) Population values are usuall y given Greek letters , while sample values
are given Latin lette rs .

* Editor ’ s Note : A linear equat ion generally takes the form Y a + bX ,
where a refers to the intercept and b to the slope .

** Editor’s Note: The discussion of how this is minimized is postpone d
until a later section .

- -- -----—- - - ~--
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Let x1 be the deviation of fran the mean of the sample (i .e . ,

x1 = - X) or the deviate score for short and let be the deviate score

for Y ( i .e. ,  y. = - V), then the deviance of Y (dev y) is equal to the

sun of the squared deviates of Y about the sample mean :

(3) clev y = ~y~
2 

= ~(Y~ - V)2 (b)

and (4) dev x = ~x1
2 

= 
~

(X
~ 

-

Nost text s talk about the “sum of squares ” instead of deviance . I prefer

deviance because it is less athiguous (i.e., it cannot be confus ed with
2 *the sun of the squared raw scores) and less clumsy. The usual

calculation for dev x is:

(5) dev x = — (
~X~

) 2/N

Using this notation , the sample variance of X is given by:

(6) variance x = dev x/(N-l) = s~
2

and the standard deviation is the square root of the variance .

Another useful term is that of codeviance . The codeviance of X and Y

(i.e.,  codev xy) is the sun of the cross-products of x1 and y~. the deviate

scores. That is:

(7) codev xy = ~~~~ 
= -

(b) All s~~mations will run fran 1 to N , the sample size , unless otherwise
noted.

* Editor ’ s Note : I always used the term “sum of squares ” until I was
indoctrinated by Ardie . The term deviance is nuch less confus ing .

-~~ 
-‘-I----
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!‘bst text s use the term covariance , where:

(8) covariance xy — codev xy/ (N-l)

Before we discuss the Pearso n product -moment correlation and the

slope , one othe r useful concept should be def ined, the unit deviate . Unit

*deviate scores have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. They

are found by dividing each deviate score in the sample by the sample standard

deviation . In the renam ing discussion, let (u~ 
= x~/s~

) be the unit deviate

score for X and let (v~ 
= YjSy) be the unit deviate score for Y.

The Pearson product -moment correlation is denoted by r~~ for a

sample and by p~~ (pronounced row) for the populati on . It must be a number

between +1 and -1. The prod uct-moment correlation can be defined in a

number of ways , utilizing the various concepts presented previously. In

terms of unit deviates :

(9) r~ , = (~u~v~)/N-l)

when u1 v1, then r~~ = +1; and when u~ = -v1, then r~~, = -l

In terms of codeviance

(lO) r,~~~~codev x y / f d e V X v’ d iv y

* Editor ’ s Note : A unit deviate score is most conmonly referred to as
a z-scor e or a standa rd score . The reader may find this transfo rmation
to be somewhat cunbersosne in discussing linear regression. However, the
unit deviate transfor mation is very useful in niultivari ate statist ics ,
including multiple regression . In multivar iate stat istics , a set of
scores can be represen ted by a vector . Subtrac t ing the sample mean
from each score , i .e.,  finding deviate scores , locates that vector at
the origin of the space in which it is defined . Dividing each score
by the sample standard deviation great ly simplifies the computatio n
of the vector ’s length.

- -*-~~---- - - .
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or covarianc e

(ii) r~~, = covar xy / / var x / var y

(12) r = covar xy / S SXy X y

where s~ and Sy are sam~le standard deviations .

One additional way of defining the product-moment correlation is

very useful for those who, like me , req uire that a statistic be checked by

doing it two different ways . (Remember that redundant information is the

only information worth having). Let d1 
— ~~ 5 d be its variance.

Then

(13) r~~, = (s2
~ 

+ 52
y 

- 

~~~ 
/ 2 S S

Equation 13 uses the same standard deviations in the denominator as equation

12 , but the numera tors are completely independent from a computing point of

view .

Finall y, let me make some point s about the relation of r~~ to w1,

the least square slope of Y on X in the sample .

(14) W
i 

= r~~(s),/sX)

or an algebraic derivation

(15) w1 = codev xy / dev x

Suppose we tried to compute the linear regression weights of equation

2 for u~ and v1, i .e.,  suppose we tried to get the least -square predicti on of

~
‘1’ 

the uni t deviate y score , from u1, the unit deviate x score . It is easy

to show that w0 - 0 and w1 - r~ , Thus
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(16) v~ = r~~u~ and

u. = r v.i. x y i

Thus, the product-moment correlation is also the least-squares regre ssion

slope when both variables are in the form of unit deviate scores .

From equation 14 , we can see that the equality of the correlation

with the slope will always occur when ~~ = s~ . More fundamentally, r~ , is

itself a synine tr ical concept. The correlation of X with Y is identical to

the correlation of Y with X , even when the slope of Y on X differs from

the slope of X on Y.

Thus, correlation tends to be used descriptively when we do not

distinguish between criterion and predic tor or when there is no such

distinction. When we can differentiate clearly between the variable we

wish to predict and the variable predicted fran , the slope tends to be

used as a descri ptive statistic . Of course , the two statistics are

irrevocably linked in that w1 must be zero if ~~~ is zero .

Finally, given the sample slope (w1) and the mean of the criterion

and predictor scores (i .e •, V and X, respectively), then it is easy to

calculate the intercept, w0:

(17) w0 = V —

HISTORICAL INTIWUCTION (c)

[A] The Two Gaussian ?.bdels

As is very conmK n in the history of statistics , we can star t by discussing

the work of the “Prince of t~ thematics,” C. F. Gauss. Although Gauss was not

(c) 14th of this historical material and discussion is taken from
Ikidycha ~ Ibdycha (1972) and Binder (1959).

_ _  _ _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the first to consider the problem of predicting a criterion from a linear

function of another variable, his formulation of the problem was used for

at least 100 years. Gauss first applied his “Method of Least Squares” to

the problem of predicting the orbits of planets . He had to reconcile

observations made by diffe rent astronomers over several centu r ies using

very different technique s of measurement .

In his first formulation of the problem , Gauss used what we now call

the “Met~hod of Maximum Likelihood .” Roughly speaking , this means that the

predic ted value , Y1 , is chosen so as to be the most likely value for all

subjects having the same X score . In order to estima te this modal value of

a set of observa tions , Gauss needed to know the theoretical form of this

distribution of the errors of prediction . He took this to be the so-called

Normal distribution . (d) Under the assumption that the errors of pred iction

were distributed normally, the method of least squares was identical to the

maximum likelihood method and gave estimates of the regression coefficients

with all kinds of optimal properties:

(1) The regression estimates were unbiased. That is , if we

average w1 over all possible samples, that average will

equal ‘v j ,  the population value .

(2) The w1 estima tes have mininLun sampl ing variance. If we

take all the possible sample values of w1 and calculate

their variance (i.e., expected mean square ) about their

average , i~ , then this variance is equal to or less than

the sampling variance of any other set of slopes estimated

by any othe r method .

(d) Same statisticians now prefe r to call it the Gaussian distribution in
view of the contributions made by Gauss to its definition and prop erties.
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(3) The w1 estimates are distributed normally about v~, making exact

tests of significance possible.

The PLIN C Model: The full set of assumptions used by Gaus s in this

attemp t is rather formidable. The first is the most obscure and comonly

overlooked :

P All measures of X are perfect with no errors

of measurement .

Mathematicians and statisticians usually say that the X value s must be inathe-

matical value s, whereas the Y values can be expressions of a random variable

(i .e . ,  Y1 can possess a stochastic element ) . Psychometricians , on the other

hand , talk about the Xs being infallible measure s of the underlyin g trait.

When X is fallible (i.e. ,  has an error of measurement) , then the usual

least squares estimate of the slope is biased toward zero.

The second assumption is the primary assumption of the regression

procedure :

L For each value of X , the mean of the correspon ding Y

value s is a linear trans form of X, i .e . ,  Equation 1

holds in the population .

Next is a trio of assumptions that is always made when a t-ratio or

F-ratio test is performed : (e)

I The errors of prediction (i .e. ,  the residual s in the model)

are independent of one another in the population .

N The errors of prediction are normal~y distributed about

a true value of zero .

Ce) Neither test existed in Gauss ’s day in exact small sample form .
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C No matter which value of X is used to predict Y, the

variance of the errors of prediction is finite and

constant. That is, Y is homoscedastic.

Part of the last assumption is sometimes stated separately - the

variance of the errors of prediction is finite, never going to infinity.

Since this must be true for any finite sample of data, we will take this

for granted along with the fact that all data must be quantitative:

qualitative variables must be transformed into graded variables for the

regression model to apply.

For convenience, I will refer to equation 1 and these five assumptions

as the PLINC model . Ordinarily, reference to the linear regression model

in a statistics text means the PLINC model, even when all the assL~~tTö~~
are not given explicitly.

The PLI Mode l: In 1809 Gauss published his method of least squares

based on~ the likelihood approach and these five assumptions . However ,

aft er many years of uneasiness with this approach , he reformulated it

(1821), elimi nating the assumptions that the errors of prediction were

normally distributed with constant variance , the PLI model. If the least

square equations are solved directly with no reference to these two

assumptions , one still gets the same estimators :

w0 = V — w1X and w1 = codev xy / dev x

These estimators are still unbiased and have minimum sampling variance

wi thin the class of linear , unbiased estimators.

By eliminating the assumptions of normality and constant variance ,

the lea st squares estimator , w1, will have only the smallest sampling

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~
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variance of the set of slopes that result from using a linear unbiased

estimator. Under the full PLINC ass~.miptions , the sampling variance of

was the smallest possible, no matter whether linear or nonl inear estimates

were being compared . Given a non-normal distribution of the errors of

prediction and/or a systematic change in their variance as a function of

X, some nonlinear unbiased estimators may have a smaller sampling variance

than w0 and w1.
The Central Limit Theorem states that any weighted sun of independent

variables tends toward a normal distr ibution as the number of weighted

observations increases indefinitely. By definition, w1 in the PU model

is a weighted sun of independent observations . Thus , if enough cases are

used, even the test of significance based on the normal distribution will

hold for the ordinary least-squares estimators, w0 and w1, regardless of

the true distributions of X and Y.

Even the independence assui~ tion can be modified with no damaging

consequences . Suppose that the error s of prediction are correlated

instead of independent . If the correlation is constant (i.e •, if the

correlation between any pair of prediction errors is equal to the

correlation between any other pair) , then the prop erties of the sample w1
values are identical to those for the PLI model except that the variance

of w1 must be decreased to take account of the constant correlation.

Constant intercorrelat ion is sa~ times called the compound syninetry

condition or the intraclass covariance pattern.

[B) The Contributions of Galton and Pearson

Gauss also generalized his findings ininediately to the multiple predictor

* Editor’s Note: w1 is a regression weight

- _______________  -. ____________________________-
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case, and applied “nhiltiple regression” to problems in astronomy, physics,

mathematics, etc. Moltiple regression, like most good solutions, was
rediscovered independently by a number of mathematicians. In addition ,
ma thematicians developed many modifications of the Gauss PLINC and PLI

model. In particular , Bravais of Franc e considered what we may call the

bivariate-normal model , where Y and X are nutually linear and both marginal

distri butions are normal .

The idea of a coefficient measuri ng the goodness-of-fi t of a straig ht

line to a set of points originated independently in the fertile mind of

Francis Galton (1880) . Galton was very much concerned about the regression

of Engl ish intellect to the moron and idiot level throug h uncontrolled

breeding among the lower classes and undesired ininigrants from Europe .

Galton was not a mathematician , however , and his idea f a correlation

coefficient, varying from +1 to -1 according to the degree of fit, had

little impact until Karl Pearson noticed it in Galton ’s Natural Inheritance

(1880) . In 1895 Karl Pearson published Contributions to the t~ thematical

Theory of Evolution W in which he derived the large-sample properties of

the bivariate-normal correlation and generalized them to the case of multiple

correlation .

Galton used the term regression to indicate that parents with extreme

measures on height , weight, intelligence, etc. tended to have children

for whom these measures were closer to the mean. Under the PLI or PLINC

assumptions, such regression to the mean must occur when p 2 is not unity.

(f) Both Pearson and Gal ton believed in the paxunixia theory of inheritance :
the tran~nitted elements were in the blood and were continuous in nature,
rather than discrete .

- - ~~~ — —
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Pearson , under the influence of Galton , became very interested in

correlation in addition to using the regression model for prediction. In
‘S

particular, he stuffed the bivariate case without distinguishing between

predictor and criterion. Thus, Pearson’s bivariate-normal model was

syninetrical , the assumptions for X and Y be ing the same:

P All measures of X and Y are perfect , with no errors

of measurement .

L Y is a linear function of X and vice versa.

1 Independence of the errors of prediction .

M Marginal normality : Both X and Y are distributed normal ly.

C Mutual homoscedasticity. The variance of Y is finite and

constant for all values of X and vice versa.

Spearman’ s Attenuation Factor: tharles Spearman (1904) attacked Pearson

on the assumption of perfect measurement. He showed that if random errors

of measurement were added to both X and Y, their product-moment corr elation

could decrease considerably by an attenuation factor. Pearson (1904) did

defend his perfect measurement assumption, but I have been unable to find

any published acknowledgement by Pearson on the effect of fallible measurement.

Some statisticians (Williams , 1959 ; Lindley, 1947) now speak of linear

functional relations. Williams states :

“functional relations . . . subsist between the expected
values of different variables and will not theref ore
coincide with regression relations unless the
variables are free from error ... When the ... variables
are errorless , their observed and expected values coin -
cide , so that the regression relation is the same as the
functional relation, and both may be estimated by the
method of least squares.” (Chapter 11)
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• 
Like most statistical issues , the correct procedure to use depends on how

the question is phrased . If you want to know the correlation between two

observed variables or the best least-square s prediction using the observed

variables , then the ordinary least-squares procedure is practical and should

be used . &Lt if you want to know the correlation between the true var iables ,

then we need to estimate the functional relation between them . Spearman ’s

“correction for attenuation” would be appropriate here , but I have never seen

a statistic ian use it.~~~
Reduction of assimptions. Pearson quickly generalized the bivariate

normal model to the multiple correlation case . This meant that the PLIMC

assumption s were increased manifold , depending upon the number of predictors .

Some of Pearson ’s co-workers fel t that the multitude of assumptions required

of the correlation approach swamped its usefulness . Thus , the question of

interest became : COUl d the product -moment correlation be used even when

all the assumptions did not hold.

G. Udney Yule (1897) discussed the correlation concept with no assi.mptions

except the existence of pairs of nijnbers . Even under these conditions , some

properties hold:

(1) The correlation must be between +1 and -1. (2) When
the standard deviations of X and Y are equal , then the
regression of Y on X equals the regression of X on Y 2which equal s the product-moment correlation. (3) 2When r
~ 1, all points lie on a straight line . (4) As r increases ,
the sum of the squared deviati ons from the straig ht line must
decrease . (5) If Y has a non-linear relation to X , then r 2
must be less than unity. (6) The percent of deviance of Y 2that is accounted for by a linear transform of X is given by r

I find these properties rather disappointing . Unless the observed r 2 
— +1 ,

I cannot be sure what it means .

Karl Pearson al so real ized that the PLI}4 assulqa ions were very limiting.

(g) I would have thought that Karl Pearson was interested in the
inheritance of the true values rather than the observed ones ,
but 

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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He published (1911) a deriva tion of multiple correlation which simply used

least squares, noting that the computational equations were all the same

as when all the imiltivariate normal assumptions were used. Fbwever, he

found using the result ing regression weights and correlations for description

or inference to be very difficul t without assuming at least mutual linearity

and marginal normality.

[C] R. A. Fisher and the Exact ~~~1l-Sample Approach

Just as Pearson ’ s large -sample approach to the product-moment correlation

generated many novel concepts that revolutionized statistics , R. A. Fisher ’s

exact small-sa mple approach to the sampling distribution of the product-

moment correlation was re spons ible for the next great step in the evolut ion

of present day statistics . To see why the exact small-sa mple approach shook

the statistica l world let us compare the Pearson and Fisher approach to the

test of the null hypothesis that p = o.

Pearson ’s Approach. Pearson would define the 
- 
estimator of the popu-

lat ion par ameter to be used for any finite sample . The mean and variance

then could be found with out reference to the distribution from which the

sample was taken . If the population estima tor was a linear function of the

sample observations , then with a large sample of independent observations

the Central Limit Theorem would show that this estimator tended to be

distributed normally about the true population mean . For a linear estima tor ,

the population mean and variance are weighted suns of the mean and variance,

respec t ively, of the sample observations . For a non-linear estimator such

as the correlation coeffic ient , Pearson would expand the estimator into a

Taylor serie s and evaluate enough terms to get a usable approx imat ion .

Pearson was able to show with such methods that the expected value of the

sample r converged to p , the population value , as the sample size increased.

- --.- --- -- ~- - _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _
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The variance of r was a function of only p and the sample size .

Pearson ’s usual test for p = o was to divide the sample value by the

large -sample approximat ion to the standard deviation . This ratio was then

referred to the normal distr ibution . In this case , the test was to trea t

(18) z r / N-l / /l-r 2

as a unit normal deviate . Pearson generally used a very stringent level for

significance, z 3 or more .

Fishe r ’s Approac h. R . A. Fisher , who was familiar with Pearson ’s work ,

saw a discussion by Soper (1914) on the distribution of the product- im~inent

correlation in a bivariate normal population (i .e. ,  with an infinite N). In

a few weeks he sketched out the exact solut ion and sent it to Pear son . Later ,

he published a paper (1915) giving the exact distribut ion of the product-

moment correlation for any f inite sample from a bivariate normal population

(LThC assumptions) .

Fisher ’ s (1915) pap er indicated that when p = o , the expected value

(i .e. ,  the average overal l possible samples of the same finite size) of the

sample product -moment correlation is zero . In othe r words, when p = o in a

bivariate normal population , the Pearson product-moment correlation is

unbiased . (h) However, this prop erty does not make the Pearson test of the

null hypothesis an accura te one with small samples . Fisher rec mnended

using the following ratio :

(19) t - r FN-2 / / l-r 2

(h) t.~ny investigations using all kinds of non-norma l distributions uni forml y
find that the expected value of r is zero when p - o. The distribution of
r is almest normal , being s)mlnetric al about zero with diminishing probabilities
as r approaches + 1.

(i) For Fisher and Pearson a small sample was 100 or less .

__________________________  — — -
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Although r is almost normally distributed under the hypothesis that p

the Pearson ratio (equation 18) is not normally distributed and the t-ratio

(equation 19) is not normally distr ibuted for small samples. Fisher showed

that the t-ratio was generally greater than its corresp onding unit normal

deviate , but that the difference - between the two diminished to near zero

as the sample size increased to several hundre d cases. A special table ,

taking the sample size into account , was construc ted for the t-ratio .

Thus , the Pearson test of the hypothesis tha t p = a is definitely biased

in favor of finding a significant deviation from the nul l hypothesis J ~~
However , the worse case is when p is not zero . As p deviates towards +1 ,

the distribution of the sample product-mo ment correlation becomes more and

more skewed , with a long tail stretchi ng towards -1. This causes a bias in

the expected value of r of approx imately:

(20) -p( l- p 2) / 2(N—l)

As p deviates towards -1, the bias changes sign .

In sunnary , r is an unbiased estimate in only three cases: when p equals

-1 , 0 , or +1. This is not a particularly welcome conclusion for anyone. As
*

a result, Fisher developed his E transformation of r , which almost eliminates

the bias and almost normalizes the distribution . He reconinended the trans-

formation whenever (1) testing if an observe d correlation differs significantly

(j) Pearson and his coworke rs were very much aware of the fact that their
statistical procedure s were highl y dependent on the use of lar ge samples.
In 1947 I had the privilege of attending a class on probability calculus
by Florence Nightingale David , a former assistant of K. Pearson . In very
brie f conversations , I gathered that sample sizes of less than 100 were
considered rather incident , if not actually sinful , by workers in the
Pearson lab . In a later memo , when we consider the “bouncing beta weights ”
and the shadowy semi-diap hanous suppressor variables of mult iple regression ,
we shall see the difficul ty of justif ying the use of small samples in
multiple regression .

* Editor ’ s Note: Ardie did not present Fisher ’s r to £ transform . It is
given by z — 1.1513 log10 [(l+r )/(l- r)] with a standard erro r equal to
l/(/N-3 ).
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p1
from a given theoretical value ; (2) testing for a significant difference

between two observed correlations; and (3) in combining independent

estimates of a correlation to obtain a better one.

Fisher ’s Approach to the Least-S quare s Regression Coefficients. The

least-squares regression coefficients , w0 and w1, are unbiased estima te s

of the true j~ pulation values , regardless of the value of the population

correlation . Unfortunately, Fisher was unable to derive the sampling

distribution and variance of w0 and w1 for all combinations of N , ~ ‘

and, as far as I know , the exac t small sample distribution for all comb i-

nations of parameters has never been determined.

Like most mathematicians , Fisher changed the question to one where

he knew the answer.~
1
~ Let us go back to equation 15 for the least-squares

slope and rewrite it in terms of deviate score s , x1 and y1:

(21) w1 codev xy/dev x = ~~~~~~~~~

In other words, each y1 is weighted by x1/~x~
2. Since distribution of a

weighted sum of independent normally -distributed variables is well-known

to be normal, and the variance of the weighted sum is equal to the sun of

the weighted variance s, we are practically home free . All that remains is

to assume that the y
~ 

values (1) are independent or have the same mutual

intercorrelation ; (2) are normally distributed for each fixed value of X;

(k) If you can’t be near the girl you love, then you love the girl you’re near.

* Editor ’s Note : See page 3 for a discussion of deviat e scores.

- 
- 

- - - - - - -- -
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(3) have constant variance ; and (4) that ~ is a linear function of X. These

assumptions of Fishe r are frequently called the FLINC model , which is the

same as the Gaussian PLINC model except that X is fixed (F) The LINC

assumptions apply only to the Y values , just as in the Gaussian model .

~~~~~
-
‘- The standard error of estimate (m) is a crucial statistic for tests of

significance in least-square s linear regression under Fisher ’s FLINC model .

Let us define this statistic in stages . As indicated by equation 2 , the

observed score , is equal to the predicted score , i~ (where = w0+w1X~
) ,

plus the error of prediction , e1. If we transform each term to unit deviate

form , we get the following equation :

(2 2) y. = w1x1 + ei
*

If we now square each term and sun over all values of i , we then have an

expression in terms of deviance .

(23) ~y~
2 

= w~
2
~x1

2 + ~e1
2

(24) d e v y = d e v y + d e v e

(1) With these assumptions, we have restricted our inferences considerabl y by
making statements of signif icance and estimation that refer only to future
samples having exactly the same distribut ion of the N values of X. This is
known as a conditi onal test of significance , of which there are many examples
in statistics (e.g., all randcinization tests , the Clii square test , Ib telling ’s
test of two correlated correlations, etc.).

(m) Also called the standard error of predictio n or the standard deviation of
the errors of prediction.

* Editor’s Note: I previously pointed out that transforming scores to their
unit deviate form would locate the vector defining those scores at the
origin of the space in which the vector is defined . Thus , the intercept ,

is eliminated when the score s are transformed to unit deviate form .

_ _- ~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ __ _‘- - ~~~~-
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That is, the deviance of the observed scores is equal to the deviance of the
predicted scores plus the error deviance.

The error variance (n) can now be defined as:

(26) 
~e

2 
= dev e / (N-2)

or since dev e = dev y (1 -r 2
), as

(27) 
~e

2 
= dev y (1-r 2)/(N-2) 

-

To point out the distinction between the criterion y and the pred ictor x , one

can write the error variance as

(28) s 2 =e y.x

where y.x is a convenient short-hand for the prediction error.

Fisher (1915) showed that the best estimate of the sampl ing variance of

w1, under the FLINC assumptions, is:

(29) s2~,~1 = S2y.x / dev x

(n) A useful outcome of equation 23 is that r2 is equal to the deviance of the
predicted score s divided by the deviance of the observed scores:

(25) r2 
= dev 

~
‘ / dev y

Since the deviance of the observed scores is the total deviance , the r 2
value is the proportion of thQ Y deviance predicted by the best fitting
linear function of X and (l-r ’) is the proportion of the Y deviance
that cannot be predicted from this function. One cannot refer to r 2
as the proportion of the variance of Y that can be linearly predicted
from X, because the divisor needed to obtain the variance is not
constant. To convert dev y into Sy2 . one must divide by i~N-l) ; wherea s
to convert dev e into 

~e
2 , one must divide by (N- 2). Of course , for

large samples this discrepancy is of no practical iu~ortance.

_______ — —
__

— _________________
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In order to compare the sample slope , w1, with an hypothesized slope , 
~~~~,

Fisher recoemended the ratio of the difference to the standard error :

(30) t (w1 — 

~v 1) ‘41ev x /

When ‘v1 is hypothesized to be zero, the t-ratio for the slope is numerically

identical to the t-ratio for the product-moment correlation given in equation

19. Thus, when testing whether a least-square s slope is significantly

different from zero, the assumption that all future samples will have

exactly the same set of X values is not necessary . We can fal l back on

the PLIN C and LINC models , depending upon whether we are trying to infer

the linear functional relation or simply trying to do a prediction job

using the available measures, respectively.

W. S. Gosset. Fisher was not the first to work out the exact small-

sample distribution of a comon statistic . This honor goes to W. S. Gosset ,

a student of Karl Pearson , who worked as a chemist for the Guiness brewery

(and presumably was allowed only small samples of the brew!). Gosset

wrote under the name of Student to preserve comercial security .

in 1908 Student published a paper giving the exact small sample distri-

bution of the ratio:

(31) z = —

where ~ is the sample mean , ~a is the population mean , and s,~ is the sample

standard deviation with (N-l) as the denominator.

Fisher did not know of Student’ s (l9~8) paper when he published his 1915

—
— - - - - - - . — - - 4 It
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paper. Later , he gave ful l credit to Student and declared that one of the

chief purposes of Statistical Me thods for Research Workers was to make the

work of Student appreciated and better known . Student was unable to prove

that the distribution of the standard deviation he was using was the correct

one, so later Fisher (1925) gave a rigorous proof of Student ’s results.

Fisher also invented the actual form of the t-ratio , since Student used the

z-ratio in his 1908 paper (equation 31) which does not generalize quite as

easily as the t-ratio .

Fisher ’s (1915) paper was received much like Student ’ s (1908) paper --

with deafening apathy. Fisher spent the next four years teaching physics

and ma thematics. About 1919 he was, almost simultaneously, offered a post

with K. Pearson and a position as a statistician at the Rothamsted Agri-

cultural Station. He chose Rothamsted. Judging from what we now know of

the two personalities involved, he would not have remained long with K.

Pearso n.

[0] The Pjtman Permutation Test

As happens so frequently in statistics , the permutation test started

with the work of R. A. Fisher. Fishe r (1925 , section 21) was atte mpting

to answer the criticism that the Student t-test is seriously limited

because it requires that the observations be drawn from a normal distri -

bution . He asked whethe r a materiall y different result would be obtained

if one assui~ s that all observations are independently drawn from the same

populat ion (i.e • ,  the homerous assumption) without specifying a normal

distribution for this conmk n population .

The example being considered was a test of the difference between

correlated means with 15 pairs of observati ons . If each (X,Y) pair was

_  - - -  - -- - 
- ----- -- 

~
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tr uly drawn at random from the two series , then X-Y would have occurred

as frequently as Y-X. In all , some 215 = 32, 768 average differences could

be generated by such random combinations . The observed average difference

of 20.933 was exceeded, in the positive or negative direction from zero ,

by 5.267% of the 32 , 768 chance combinations . The t-ratio was 2.148 , which

gives a two-tailed level of 4.97% by the normal based table . Thus , Fisher

argued that the requ irement of normality is not a serious limitation , at

least in this case , since almost the same significance level can be obtained

by just assum ing indep endent data from the same population .

Other statisticians saw almost immediately that the randomization

or permutation method could be used to make a conditional test of the null

hypothesis for any statistic where the t-ratio or F-ratio would ordinarily

be used . In particular , E. J . G. Pitman (1937) applied the permutation

method to the product -moment correlation to test the null hypothesis that

p = 0.

In principle, the test is simple . We calculate the value of the

observed correlation in the usual way . Then we permute the order of the

Y values and recalculate the correlation . This procedure is repeated

until a product-m oment correlation is obtained for each possible perimi-

tation of the order of the Y values. For N pairs of observations , the re

are N permutations and thus N! product -moment correlations . These N!

correlations correspond to the sampling distribution of coefficient s under

the randomization null hypothesis: That is , the sample was drawn from a

population in which the X,Y pairs were formed by chance. The N! correlations

are arranged in order of magnitude and the percent of coefficients greater

than the observed product-moment correlation is calculated. When the

percentage of permutation coefficients exceeding the observed product-moment

_ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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p correlation is less than 5% , one can reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level.

Table 1

Exercise on Randomization Test

Y a b c d e f h
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 1 1 2 2 9 9 0 0
5 2 9 1 9 1 2 2 9
9 9 2 9 1 2 1 9 2

.938 .355 .876 .209 -.146 - .229 .897 .313
w .90 .34 .84 .20 - .14 - .22 .86 .30
w0 1.30 2.98 1.48 3.40 4.42 4.66 1.42 3.10

Y i k 1 m n o p
0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 9 9 0 0 1 1
5 0 9 0 2 1 9 0 9
9 9 0 2 0 9 1 9 0

.772 .021 - . 250 - .417 .792 .125 .730 - .021

w~~ .74 .02 - .24 - .40 .76 .12 .70 - .02

w0 1.78 3.94 4.72 5.20 1.72 3.64 1.90 4.06

Y r 5 t u v w x
0 2 2 9 9 9 9 9 9
2 9 9 0 0 1 1 2 2
5 0 1 1 2 0 2 0 1
9 1 0 2 1 2 0 1 0
rxy - .438 - .521 - .521 - .605 - .584 - . 751 - . 730 - .813
w>,~ 

- .42 - .50 - .50 - .58 - .56 - .72 - .70 - .78
w0 5.26 5 .50 5.50 5.74 5.68 6.16 6.10 6.34

f

* Editor’s Note: Ardie handed out an exercise on the randomization test
for the product-moment correlation. This exercise is included as Table 1
as an illustration for th~ ieader .

- __________________ - 
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Note the highly conditional nature of the permutation test . Strictly

speaking , the significance of the observed correlation is being judged only

with reference to a population having marginal distribut ions of X and Y

that are identical to the sample . Thus, any inference about the value of

the population correlation holds onl y for future samples wi th exac tly those

marginal distributions of X and Y. Of course , few researchers are very

strict about their inferences when they publish such results , but it is

salutary to realize that the marginal distributions of X and Y for the

drawn sample may not represent your population. If so , then your inference

about the population correlation may be sadl y askew .

Pitnian was able to prove some generalizations about the moments of

the permutation distribution of correlations under the null hypothesis.

Per haps his most important conclusion was that as N increases indefinitely,

the distribution of the permutation correlations tends towa rd the distribution

of the bivariate normal product-moment r. Thus, the Pitman permutation test

for a large N is identical to the Fisher t test for the null hypothesis that

p = o (i .e. ,  equation 19) .

The Pitman results are worth presenting in some detail . The average

of all N! peniutation correlations will always be exactly zero , and the

variance of the N! coefficients about zero is exactly equal to the inverse

of (N-l) . The third moment of the distribution , 
~3r ’ is:

(32) 
~3r = ~r

3/N’. = (N~~
2)’Yx1Y

yi
/N (N

~~
l) 2

where 
~~~ 

‘
~y1 refer to the skewness of the X and Y distributions ,

re spectively. The general equation for skewness is:

(33) 
~

‘xl E (x1/o~) 2 

- -~~~~~~~~~~~

________________________________________ - -
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where E deno tes expectation over all possible values of X , and x1 represents

the deviation from the population mean of X , 
~~ 

Thus , y1 
will be positive

if there is a long positive tail; negative if there is a long negative tail ;

and zero if the distribution is symmetric about the mean , as in the case of

a norma l distribution .

Equation 32 implies that if both X and Y have skewed distributions , then

some extremely high values of r 2 will occur in the permutation distribut ion .

If both variables are skewed either negatively or positively, then the

distribution of permutation correlations will have some extremely large

positive correlations when the skewed observations from X and Y happen to

coincide . When one variable has a positive skew and the other a negative

skew , then the distribution will contain some correlations close to -1.

When one of the variables has no skew , then the problem of bivariate skew

vanishe s and the distribution of the permutation correlations will have no

skew. Finally, the most important implication of equa t ion 32 is that the

skew of the permutation correlation distribution must approach zero as N

increases .

The standardized four th moment ( i .e. ,  the Kurtosis) of the permutation

correlation distribution will equal 3/ (N-1) (N+l) if either X or Y has a

Kurtosis of zero . Moreove r , as N increases the Kurtosis of the permutation

correlation distribution approaches 3/ (N-i) (N+l), irregardless of the

Kurtosis of either X or Y.

The importance of all this is that Fisher ’s test of significance for

the product-moment correlation (equation 19) can be used . Thus , using only

the assuliptions of independence of the N pairs and mutual linearity of X and Y,

we are able to use the same test of significance as the bivariate normal

—
~~~~ - 
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model with the L D.C assumptions .

Wha t is the moral of the Pitinan story? First , if you simply concen-

trat e on one question , whether the nul l hypothesis is true in the population ,
a conditional test of significanc e is always possible with very few

assumptions . Second , the large sample vers ion of the permutation test of

significanc e may (and generally does) coincide with the exac’ test of

significance used when all the bivar iate normal assumptions hold in

population .

There are two disadvantages to the Pitman permutation test. First ,

the test is conditional and thus limited to the population where the marginal

distributions of X and Y are identical to those observed in the sample.

Second, by the time the sample size is large enough for one to expect a

stable correlation (i.e., N=20) , the number of permutation correlations

required to obtain the distribution has soared to the millions . The only

saving grace here is that if either X or Y has a symmetric distribution

(i.e., a skew of zero) and is very flat ( i .e . ,  the Kurtosis is near zero),

then the usual t-test is valid for small samples without the necessity of

constructing the entire permutat ion correlation distribution.

[EJ The Spearman Correlation for Ranked Observations

C. Spearman in his article (1904) raising the issue of errors of

measurement and their attemiation effect on the product-moment correlation ,

also suggested that each variable be ranked from 1 to N and a product-moment

correlation calculated for the ranks . Pearson (1907) responded favorably

to this latter suggestion and worked extensively on the characteristics

-- - --- __ -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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of rank correlations.

One ininediate question was how to determine the significance of the
Spearman rank correlation. First, when p = a , the variance of the sample
value is l/ (N- 1). This is idc itical to Pitman’s (1937) result for the

permutation product-moment r distrib ution . However , like the product-
moment correlation , the Spearman rank correlation has distinctly non-normal
distributions for small samples or when p is near +1. Thus, the significance
of an observed rank correlation (her eafter designated sr) cannot be tested
by dividing it by its varianc e.

In 1936, H. Ib telling and M. Pabst used the permutation method of
generating the sampl ing distribut ion of the sr in the null case that p = o.

They managed to wor k out the exact di stributio n of sr for N=2 to N=7. For

N=7 they had to calculate 7! = 5040 values with no electronic computer to

help them , so they stopped there . However , Kendall , Kendall , and Babington
(1938) soon after computed the 8! = 40 ,320 values of sr for N=8 ; and Devid ,

Kendall , and Stuart (1951) later published the exact probability levels

for N=9 and N=l0. As far as I know , no one has worked out the 11! 39 ,916 ,800

Spearman rank correlations for N=ll, but there is no practical need to do so.

The Fisher t-test for the significance of a bivariate normal product-moment

correlation will give almost exactly the correct levels of significance for

sr with N greater than 10. In other words, all that is necessary is to

substitute sr for r in equation 19.

(o) Incidentally, Speaunan and Pearson spent much of their working lives in close
physical proximity at tkiiversity College , London. Spearmen was head of the
Psychology Department and Pearson was head of the Biometrics and Eugenics
Laboratories, so the two men were separated only by a courtyard. A~çarently,
they had no particular liking for one another . Their disputes stinulated the
developaent of some important concepts and led Pearson to exhaustive mathe-
matical investigations for which Spearman had no training.

(p) The use of the permutation method was apparently quite independent of
Fisher or Pitman .

______ 
-
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Table 2 illustrates the degree of approximation involved. Here I have

listed the .05 one-tail values of the Pearson product-moment correlation

based on the PLJI42 assumptions of the bivariate- noun al model and the

transformation to the Fisher t-ratio. Since the Spearman rank corr elation

can only take on a finite set of discrete value s, most of the sr 05 values

given in Table 2 are fiction in the sense that no such sr value s could

ever result for the given sample size of N. The sr 05 values were obta ined

by linear interpolation from the exact prob abilities and tend to be a bit

too high.

Table 2

Values of the Spearman Rank-Order and Pearson
Product-P.bnent Correlations at the .05 one-tailed

Level of Significance

N df*(N_2) r 05 sr 05

4 2 .900 .987
5 3 .805 .908
6 4 .72 9 .774
7 5 .669 .695
8 6 .621 .637
9 7 .582 .583

10 8 .549 . 546

Table 2 shows that as N increases, the two critical .05 levels approach

one another, until , for N greater than 10, they differ only in the third

decimal place . Practically all, sample sizes above 10 are large samples

when testing sr for significance at the .O S one-ta il level .

}btelling, Pabst , and Kendall generated the sampling distribut ion of the

Spearman rank correlation under the null hypothesis exactly in the way called

- ~~~~~~~~~~ -~~ .
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for by the Pitman penmitation method . Therefore , the moments of the sampling

distribut ion of sr , under the null hypo thesis , can be deduced from the general

equations given by Pitman . The average of all N! rank correlations will be

zero and the variance will be l/ (N-l) . For the Spearman rank correlation

both X and Y have been trans formed to rectangular distributions , which are

symetric about (N+i)/2. Thus , the skew coefficients for X and Y are zero

and so is the sampl ing distribution of the Spearman rank correlation under

the null hypothesis . The fourth moment is given by:

~34) 11 4sr = 3K/ (N 2 l)

where K = l2(N+6)/25N (N-i) . As N increases , K goes to zero .

The sampling distribution of sr is identical to the Pearson Type II

syninetrical distribution , except for the fourth moment which becomes similar

as N increases . Fisher (1915) proved that the exact distrib ution of the

product -moment correlation , under the L1142 assumptions with p = o , is the

Pearson Type II syninetrical dist ribution . Therefore , to the extent that

the moments of the Speannan rank correlati on sampl ing distribut ion approach

those of the Pearson Type I I distribut ion , the exact Fisher t-test

(equation 19) will be a good approximat e test for the significance of sr.

I view the Spearman rank corr elation as an excellent al ternative to

the product-moment correlation when the question is whether there is a

significant association between X and Y. When you have drawn the subjects

independently and assured yourself of a mutual linear regressi on, then

transforming X and Y into ranks gets rid of the asstmçtions of mar ginal

normal ity and hemescedasticity.

However, rank correlation is not an answer to the pred iction of the

observed Y scores from the observed X scores with the least error. For the

a’
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same number of subj ects , sr will have less statistical power ( i .e . ,  the

probability that the experimenter will accept the alternative hypothesis)

than r. Ibtelling and Pabst (1936) found that for large samples r

attained the same power as sr with 91% of the sample size . Thus , the

asymptotic efficiency of sr is 91% of that of r when the bivariate normal

assumptions are met. Of course , sr may be more efficient than r when the

bivariate normal assumptions are not met. In fact , sr is the most efficient

measure of correlation when the marginal distributions of X and Y are logistic

functions .

ADIENLU4: DIA(N)SFIC CHECKS

In my opinion , the ri~ght to compute any statistic you wish , even a

product-moment correlation , is guaranteed by the first Article of the Bill

of Rights just as much as is freedom of speech or religion . But just as

freedom of speech is not an adequate response to the charge of libel or

publishing false and misleading coninercial information, just so the right

to compute a statistic is not the right to publish false or misleading

information. Just as the judges and the courts stand guard over the rights

of citizens and try to prevent abuse of freedom of speech, just so editor s

and referee s stand guard over the rights of the reader and try to prevent

publication of statistics that misrepres ent the data , contain spurious

el~~~nts , or are just plain false .

Ordinarily then , the question of whether a statist ic should be computed

is not an ethical questio n for me. If you think it would yield information

of interest to you, then of course the answer is ‘Hell , yes, compute it. ’

~~t there is an ethical violati on, for me , when saneone atte mpts to publish

a statistic before (1) checking for ntsier ical accuracy, (2) checking that

essential parts of the model do fit the da ta , (3) checking that artifact

_ _ _- -~~~ 
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or spurious elements have not distorted the numerical value of the statistic,

(4) making sure that the published level of significance has not been dis-

torted by multiple comparisons, etc.

~bral standards change from time to time in statistics as well as in

social fields . At present , very few would agree that diagnostic checks,

of how well the model fits the data , are just as much a responsibility of

the research worker as numerical checks of accuracy . To my surprise , some

editors apparently don ’t even agree on the necessity for numerical checks

of accuracy . Inevitably, one can point to wildl y inaccurate statistics

being published in such journals. I would hope in the near future , that

editors will insist on statements from the authors regarding such checks

just as they now insist on state ments regarding the humane treatment of

subjects.

Ardie reconinended the following steps as diagnostic checks for the

linear regression model for the one-predictor case.

(1) Test for linearity :

2
Compute F (r 2 

- r 2)/ (l- r~~)
q xy ( N 3 )

where ~~~ is the Pearson product-moment correlation and rq
2 is the quadratic

correlation coefficient.

or
(cR-r~ ,2) (1-cR)

Compute F (K-z) / (N-K)

where CR is the correlation coefficient and r~~
2 is the Pearso n product-moment

correlation.

_ - - ~~- S
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If either of these are nonsignificant , go to step 4. Otherwise, go

to step 2.

(2) Test for quadratic model :

Compute : F = 
(CR~ F

q
2) 

/

tf significant a nonquadratic, nonlinear model describes the data. If non-

significant, the quadratic model is sufficient.

(3) Transform the data to obtain linearity and repeat step s 1 and 2.

(4) Test for skewness:

Compare the Pearson product-iminent correlation with the

Spearman rank order correlation . These re sul ts shoul d agree with step 1.

(5) Plot the data . These results should agree with those obta ined

in steps 1 and 2.

__________ - —c 

-
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